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GRAVITATIONAL SIGNATURE OF MARTIAN VOLCANOES A. Broquet and M. A. Wieczorek, Observatoire
de la Côte d’Azur, Laboratoire Lagrange, Université Côte d’Azur, Nice, France (adrien.broquet@oca.eu)
Introduction: The strong and cold outermost portion of a planet is conventionally referred to as the lithosphere. When this layer is loaded by volcanoes or magmatic intrusions, it deviates from its original state and
gives rise to a gravitation anomaly.
By considering that, on geologic timescales, the Martian lithosphere behaves as a thin (compared to the wavelength of the deformation) and isotropic elastic shell
overlaying an inviscid mantle, a linear relationship exists that relates the height of the surface to its gravitational anomaly [1]. This gravity-to-topography ratio,
commonly referred to as the admittance, is here investigated for nineteen diverse and scattered Martian volcanoes. By comparing a localized theoretical admittance to
the observations, we estimate both the lithosphere’s elastic thickness (Te ) that is required to support the observed
edifice at the time it was emplaced, and the internal and
surface densities.
In 2018, the NASA InSight mission will land on
Mars and deploy two geophysical instruments that intend
to probe from a single locale, the planet’s interior. Lacking in situ geophysical data, admittance studies are one
of the few methods that allow exploring in space and time
the composition, elastic and thermo-mechanical properties of the crust-mantle system [2]. The global results obtained from gravitational analyses will be compared with
the in situ measurements obtained at the InSight landing
site.
To date, a few localized admittance studies have been
applied to Mars, using gravity models with resolutions
from spherical harmonic degree 85 to 110 [e.g., 3-4]. As
a result of the low spatial resolution of the employed
gravity model (respectively 125 and 97 km), most of
these surveys were performed on large volcanic structure
with sizes in excess of 600 km.
The densities of the large volcanoes were found to be
homogeneous, 3200 ± 100 kg m−3 , which is consistent
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with the compositions of the Martian basaltic meteorites,
and with petrological analysis of the subsurface [5]. The
elastic thicknesses were found to be high (> 50 km) on
large volcanoes [3], but the exact values differ somewhat
from studies using more recent gravity models [4].
Several aspects regarding Martian volcanic activity
and lithospheric properties still remain unknown. One is
whether the density range obtained by the previous studies of the large volcanoes are applicable to smaller, and
older constructs. A second question is how Te (and the
related heat flow) varies as a function of both position
and time.
To elucidate these questions, we use a recent and improved gravity field model, characterized up to degree
120 (89 km resolution) [6]. Importantly, this solution
is the first to be above the spectral resolution threshold
that allows robust localized admittance analyses on volcanoes with sizes less than 600 km. Armed with this, and
coupled with measurements of the planet’s shape [7], we
provide the first systematic study of small to large volcanoes by performing local admittance investigations.
Method: We make use of a flexure model that
computes the purely elastic deflection of the lithosphere
from an imposed load. We vary both Te and the density
of the surface load, ρl , which can differ from the density
of the underlying crust. The elastic thickness reflects the
elastic state when the load formed, and which was subsequently “frozen” into the mechanical memory of the
plate as the planet cooled. Other parameters, including
the crust thickness, density, as well as the mantle density
are set to constant values [3].
We follow the formalism of [8] and add internal loads
that represent either dense magmatic intrusions, or buoyant material in the underlying mantle (such as a thermal
plume or less dense mantle residuum). For simplicity,
the internal loads are assumed to be in phase with the
surface loads and are modeled as thin mass-sheets.
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Figure 1: Locations of the investigated volcanoes, and their localization windows superposed on a topographic map.
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Figure 2: Admittance and correlation spectra at Albor Tholus. Best fit admittance is in black, the observed admittance
with associated error bars in grey, and the correlation in blue.
The admittances plotted in red were used when calculating the
model misfit.

After calculating the defections of the surface, crust,
and mantle, we use the finite-amplitude formulation of
[9] as a final step to compute the gravitational potential
of each layer. These are then referenced to the same local radius, summed, and multiplied by a localization window. The result is expanded in spherical harmonics in order to recover the localized power spectra from which the
admittance and spectral correlation are obtained [10]. To
assess the uncertainty of the best fitting parameters, we
developed a Monte-Carlo method to estimate the noise,
similar to [11].
We investigated all the small to medium-sized volcanoes (> 300 km) and selected thirteen among them
that displayed a strong correlation (> 0.8) between their
gravitational and topographic signatures (see Fig 1). As
an example, we show the localized admittance and correlation spectra for Albor Tholus in Fig 2. Our elastic
model fits well the data, in the degree range l = 40 − 68,
−3
for ρl = 3230+20
, Te < 15 km and when no
−10 kg m
internal loads are added.
Results: The bulk density of all the volcanoes,
medium-sized to large, is well constrained and is found
to range between 3000 and 3450 kg m−3 , which is consistent with previous studies. This indicates that the
smaller and older volcanoes are likely to be of similar
composition, which may be an iron-rich basaltic material comparable to the Martian basaltic meteorites.
Although we noticed non-negligible tradeoffs,
mainly between the presence of internal loads and Te ,
the elastic thickness is constrained to be low, mostly inferior to 40 km for many of the small volcanoes. When
coupled with the age of the volcanic edifices, these values are in good agreement with the global 3-D thermal
evolution models of [13]. This tells us that the lithosphere was weak, hot, and most likely in its early cooling
stage, when these volcanic edifices formed. Conversely,
most of the large volcanoes display higher Te estimates.
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ρl (kg m−3 )

Te (km)

Age (Ga)

3100+40
−40
3360+105
−45
3100+30
−100
< 3250
3230+20
−10
3090+20
−50
> 3200
3100+50
−50
3150+100
−50
< 3200
3100+20
−20
3050+50
−50
< 3200
3440+10
−30

< 20
12+11
−5
20+20
−5
> 40
< 15
> 40
50+50
−25
> 40
< 80
35+25
−25
22+23
−10
< 50
50+100
−25
< 20
< 40
< 60
< 10

3.41+0.08
−0.16
3.17+0.19
−0.58
3.52+0.11
−0.57
3.53+0.07
−0.13
3.77+0.04
−0.06
0.48 ± 0.30
3.35+0.19
−1.45
1.42 ± 0.30
0.13 ± 0.20
0.86 ± 0.17
3.02+0.32
−0.91
1.06 ± 0.05
3.57+0.06
−0.09
3.59+0.05
−0.08
3.43+0.05
−0.07
3.24+0.17
−0.62

Table: Summary of results, star annotated volcanoes were previously studied [3]. Ages are for the oldest caldera [12].

An appealing explanation is. that these erupted the main
fraction of their material after the small ones, when the
elastic lithosphere was colder and thicker. This idea is
consistent with the persistence of long-lived volcanic activity in the Tharsis and Elysium provinces.
Lastly, we followed the McNutt formalism [2] to interpret Te in terms of thermal state. We find that the lithospheric thermal properties, and hence thermal gradient,
are highly spatially dependent within the same epoch.
Conclusion: Using the most recent gravity model
of Mars, we have performed thirteen new local admittance investigations, and reanalyzed six previously studied large volcanoes. Our results confirm the density
range previously obtained, and generalize it to older and
smaller edifices. We suggest that all volcanoes formed
by analogous magmatic processes, and from reservoirs of
similar bulk compositions. We further conclude that the
volcanoes’ lava, consists of an iron-rich basalt for which
the Martian meteorites are good proxies.
Our Te estimates recover those of [13], reflect the
secular cooling of the planet’s interior, and the persistence of volcanic activity in large provinces.
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